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ffeot of Binders on the Melting and Softening Qualities
of Brick lee Cream.

Ice cream has become one important part of the comme:mial creamery
busines·s. The product is sold in bulk, in brick, and also in fancy shapes.
Brick cream and fancy cream is for direct use, and since it is not consumed for some little time after it is served on the table there is some danger of softening and melting of the product.
ice

cre~m

In order to overcome this,

makers have been in the habit of using various materials fer pre-

venting this undesirable tendency.

The materials generally u sed for this

purpose are called binders and consist of gelatin, gum tragacanth, oornstarch, eggs, etc., either singly or as mixtures of two or more.
This experiment was designed to ascertain the reJative value of
some of the common binders for this purpose, and the .effect of varyi ng
per cents of f a t when used with the same.
Preparation of Brick Cream.
The per cent of butter fat in brick ice cream raries considerably
owing to the fact tha t some is made from ordinary stock cre am while the
better grades contain a high per cent of fat.

For this re a son bricks

were made from 8 % cream, 19~ cream, a nd 30% cream to determine the value
of the fat content with relation to the filler.

The most common ingredi-

ents used as fillers and binders are gelatin, gum tragacanth and cornstarch.

It will be noted in the following formulas tha t there are three

creams with the per cent of f a t varying.

Formulas:
No. 1.

3 pints 8% cream.
22 c.c. Vanilla

4

extr~ct.

ounces sugar.

No. 6.

19% cream and No. 11. 30% cream.

No. 2.

3
20

pints 8% cream,
c.c. vanilla extract.

4

ounces of sugar

4

ounces gelatin for 10 gallon "mix."

No. 7.

19% cream, and No. 12. 30% cream.

No. 3.

3 pints 8% cream
20 c.c. Vanilla extract
4 ounces sugar.

10 ounces gelatin for 10 gal. "mix."

No. 8.

19% cream and No. 13.

No. 4.

3
20

•

pints

8%

30% cream.

cream.

c.c. vanilla extract

4

ounces ef sugar

4

ounces gum tragacanth for 10 gal. "mix."

No. 9.

19% cream, and No. 14. 30% cream

No. 5.

3 pints

8%

cream

20 c.c. vanilla extract
4 ounces of sugar

4 ounces . corn starch for 10 gal. "mix."
No.10

19% cream, and No. 15

30

% c1·earn.

The cream was frozen in a .gallon hand freezer and made into
brick

3 x 4 1/2 x 4 inches.
The brick were packed in salt and ice, allowed to h8.rden for

12 to 14 hours.

All the bricks containing a given per cent of cream

were made from the same cream and picked in the same ice and salt.

In

this way only the filler varied. At the end of the hardening period the
value of each filler was determined.
Flan of WorkiTwo methods of measuring the ability of the brick ice cream
to withstand heat were used.
1.

Determination of the hardness of the cream when ready
to ship:

2·

Determination of the time taken for the different creams
to melt under st&ndardized summer conditions.

Apparatus used:For Part 1, determination of the hardness of the cream, a
piece of apparatus was used which was described by A. E.Perkins in the Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry.
See Fig 0, from the above article, also Fig 1, the apparatus
as made for this work.

1.

Journ ~ l

Industrial & Enginee ring Uhem. Vol.6, No. 2, pp
136'141.
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Figure O.

8_

Apparatus as described by A. E. Perkins.

Bigure I.

The Apparatus as Made For

his

ork.

Determination of the Hardness of the Cream
When Ready to Ship .

nThe apparatus used, as shown in Figure 0, comprises e ftrm
support (A) and a separate light frame (B) carrying the penetrating
needles and the weights. The support consists of a heavy iron base
(c) into which a.re inserted 2 upright rods (d and e) about 1 meter
long, one of which is hollow s.nd contains wires connecting the electro-magnet (g) with (h) . These uprights are about 25 cm. apart and
are joined together at the top by a piece of hollow iron rod (f):
(h) and (h) are binding posts for attaching the batteries to operate
the magnet.

A key (j) attached to the base serves for making and

breaking the current through the ma@net: (k) and (1) are millimeter
scales reading downward.

Attached to the upright rods is an adjust-

able platform (m) for carrying the sample whose blrdness is to be
tested.

The coarser adjustmant of the height of the platform is se-

cured by means of the clamps (n) and (o).

This adjustment does not

need to be regulated except at rare intervals.
is

A finer adjustment

ecured by simply turning (m) which is supported from (n-o) by a

3/4 inch nut and screw.

The frame is of hollow brass tubing to get

it as light as possible, while still retaining the necessary degree
of strength.

It is about 40 am. long and 15 am. wide: (p) is a

piece of soft Swedish iron to be acted on by the magnet.

Directly

beneath this inside the fram is a soaket ·and a setscrew (q) to hold
the needle (t) in place.

At the opposite end of the frame is a

small platform (r) for carrying the weights, which are imde with a

r

hole drilled through the center so that they can be

pl~ced

over

the screw projecting above the platform and held firmly in place
by the nut (s).

The frame (B) when carrying any one of the set
of needles \'".r eights 2 Killograms, 166 grams. The lerger sizes are
of hollow tubing plugged at the ends, and the smaller made with

heavy shanks to secure uniformity of weight.

'The scales (k a nd 1)

attached to the upright rods which were previously refer .ced to, are
so placed that when the frame with needles and weights is :OOld in
place by the electro -magnet, preparatory to making the test, the
point of the needle is at zero on the scales.

The height of the

a.d.juc table platfonn (m) is then so regulated that the surface of
the sample to be tested is at 100 mm. on the scale.

A small plumb

bob ( ) or a wooden rod of proper length measuring downward from
(g) is rmde um of in this connection.

The distance of fall before

reaching the surface of the ice cream is, then, always 10 om.
In making the determination, the frame (B) with a Biitable
nee dle e.nd weights is suspended from the electro-me.gnat, and the
beaker of fat placed in position beneath the needle, the height
being regulated as described above.
means of the key.

The freme is then released by

The depth of penetration is ascertained by

stretching a very fine wire in line with the mark on the needle, and
noting its position

on either scale.

The suspension of the weights far below the needle brings the
center of gravity of the falling portion of the apparatus below the
point of the needle, causing the latter to inv ariably assume avertical position, making it much easier to ascertain the true depth

of penetration than would be the

C£Se

if the point of the needle

( t) were et or below the center of gre.vi ty.

After its release by

the electro-magnet, the apJ; aratus meets with no resists.nee whatever in its fall, except that offered by the air until the point
of the needle reaches the surface of the cream.
lt might be argued that gravity was acting through a greater
distance in the case of a sample which was penetrated 30 mm . than in
case of one which was penetrated, say only 15 mm. ; or egain, it
might be argued that the amount of friction on the sides of a small
needle would be proportionalely

gre~· ter

than thst on a larger needle,

on account of the grea ter area in proportion to its volume.

These

obj eotions, if they are applicable, wo ul a. tend to counters.ct each
other. "
The amount of weight acting on the needle is known, a.nd the
distance through which it falls is constant.

If, however, too much

weight or too small a needle is employed the needle continues to
sink slowly, making an accurate reading of the depth of penetration
impossible.

In the reverse case with too large a needle or too

little weight, the penetra tion is of course much less and the per
.ment of experimental error proportionately gre ter.

As there was

a JBrge variation in the hardness of the various fillers three sets
of needles were employed, and in this way much of the error w2s
elimina ted.
mm ., medium

M.m.

The size of the needles were large, 5/16 inch or 7.93
4/16 inch or 6.36 m.m., and small

3/16 inch or 4.76

The tests were llllade by allowing each needle to penetrate the
crecm three times.

The point of penetration was varied from center

to points near the edg§

th·e:re was a possib1.ity of the cream being

harder near the edge than in the center.
the depth of penetration of

e~ch

In the table will be found

needle expressed in m.m.

was done in e cold storc.ge with the temperature ne r

oo

ThE work

C., after

which the tir..e taken for the different creams to melt under standardized sum.mer conditions

were noted.
·,

Determination of the Time Taken for the Different Creams to
Melt under Standardized Summer Conditions.
After determining the hardnewa of the cream the brick were
re:a.oved to a room having a standard temperature of 25°

c.

The bricks

were taken out of the moulds and placed on a block of wood the exact
size of the brick of cream.

Through the block of wood a nail was

driven upward which penetrated

the center of the brick preventing

slipping when melting took place around the bottom. Each brick was
brought to a standard weight of 500 gre;ms. In this way the weights
taken each hour for four consecutive hours show exactly the value
of each filler when compared with the control cream which contains
no filler.

Duplicate samples were used for

ea~h

trial.

Three trisls

were made, making six brick tried for each per cent of cream with
the various fillers .
The cream which resists the penetration of the needles most is )
the hvrdest, and the cream which weighs the most hss the highest
melting resistance.

/

Table No. 1 - 8% Cream.

Filler

Control

4 Ounces
Gelatin.

10 Ounces
Gelatin

Size
Needle

in M.M •.

Penetration
~

in

M.M.

7.93

25.40
23.805

6.35

44.45
44.45

4.76

69.85
68.26

7.93

7.93
6.35

6.35

9.54
9.425

4.76

19.05
19.05

7.93

3.18
3.18

6.35

9.54
9.54

4.76

12.70
11.10

7.93

20.631
20.631

4 Ounces
Gum
Tragacanth 6.35

31.75
31.75

4.76

50.80
50.8 0

7.93

7.93
7.93

6.35

14.29
14.29

4/76

28.58
28.58

4 Ounces
Dorn
starch.

Weight of ·ea.ch brick in grams a fter melting for

One: Hour

Two Hours

Three Hours

]

1

our Hours

454

315

193

119.

450

297

179

· 104

480

385

276

162

485

385

281

150

500

482

348

250

500

492

329

246

480

343

211

107

482

346

218

118

468

361

260

184

466

364

268

195

Muah irregulerity in weight is noticeable due to the
break ng away of lerge portions, instead of melting in a regular manner.
ight Per Cent Fat .

. Ice Cream.

P.n inspection of Table No. 1 shows th£.t the hardness of the
different kinds of 8 per cent cream is in the following orAer, the
hardest being mentioned first.
Cream containing 10 ounces gelatin
"
f1

"
"

"

gelatin.

"

4

"
"
"

Corn Starch
Gum Tragacanth
Control

The melting resistance follows the same order.
In the control the ice orystals were very long s,nd coarse with

littl

power to resist pressure and heat.

the fastest, the reverse being true in
foamy coating

w~s

The control lost weight

egard to size and shape.

noticed on the outside while the center

W£S

A

a cake

of ice with vertical holes, through which the water penetrated to
the bottom.

Many of the openings were due to the penetrations of

the needles.
When four ounces of gelatin was added the cream

as~umed

a slossy

appearance, this being noticeable in all the creams cont 1ning a similar amount of

gel~tin.

Only slight melting around the bottom and

a glistening watery look along the sides was noticeable

t first.

J...fter the. first hour very small pieces began to break away in an
irreguls.r manner.

IDhe breaking inoreased very rapidly until the

brick became more oval in shape, them the cream slipped away in
a more viscous mass.

The mode of sloughing was similar in all

cases where four ounces of gelatin was used.
Ten ounces of gelatin increased the hardness very much as the
first hour from 15 to 20 grams was lost with an increase to abou t
1,0 for ea.ch hour after.

.....

At the end of the first hour cracks w-ere

noticed in the top of each brick, these increasing until a large
piece would break away.
port.

The top spreed out and hung over the sup-

This cream had a duller

ap ~ earance

than the cream containing

the four ounces of gelatin.
Gum has very little power to increase the hardness of ice cream.
ith the large needle very little difference w&s found between the gum
end the control cre am, the other needles geve more v ariation.
gum cream melted very little slower than the control.

The

At first the

me-lting took place at bottom, later the top enlarged and exj;ended
over the sides.
second hour.

~he

melting proceeded very rapidly during the

The melted portion is very viscous, melting away reg-

ulerly and leaving a smooth surface.

The extended portion ran off

rapidly, leeving the characteristic shape Been in the 19% cream ..
Corn starch produces a cream with
containing four ounces of gelatin.
the base and sides.
over the sides.
character

W8S

bout the ha rdness of cream

elting took place first around

The t p of the brick spread out slightly and hung

This portion sloughed away readily.

One remarkable

that the cream apparently had lost very little in size ,

Table No. 2 - 19% Cream.
Filler

Size
Needle

in M.M.

7.93
Control

4 Ounces
Gelatin

10 Ounces
Gelatin

4 Ounces

J?enetration
in

M.M

25.40
25.40

6.35

50.80
48.60

7.46

64 .oo
63.50

7.93

3.173
3.173

6.35

6.35
6.35

7.46

15.525
15.525

7.93

1.587
1.587

6.35

4.761
4.761

7.46

6.35
6.35

7.93

lt.05
19 . 05

Tragacanth. 6 · 35

38.l
38.l

7.46

63.5
63.5

Gum

4 Ounces
Corn
Starch.

7.93

6.35
6.35

6.35

9.525
9.525

7.46

12.70
12. 70

Waight ot each brick in grams after melt ing for
One ·Hour

Two Hours

Three Hours

Four.. Hours

473

359

226

123

475

357

235

122

500

431

302

256

500

447

354

253

500

500

498

498

500

500

499

499

455

292

151

50

448

272

133

46

485

424

293

223

486

382

243

190

*

but lost in weight.

The outside had a fluffy. dry, rough appearance

which w&s caused by the manner in which the melted portions broke away.
The inner portion was similar .to original cream not like that found
in the control.

The po rt ion not melted sho ed no change from original

cream.
Nineteen Per cent Cream.
Table No. 2 shows that the hardness of the different kinds of
19 per cent cream is in the following order from hard to soft.

Creo.m aontaining 10 ounces geletin

"

n

,,

4

"

n

4

11

cornstarch

"

''

4

ff

gum tragacanth.

"

!

Control·

The melting resistance follows in the following order from high
to low.
Cream containing 10 ounces gelatin

"

; j

'

It

4

"

4

"

corn starch

4

"

gum trrgacs.nth.

II

Cont~ol

containing

"

The first three mentioned follow the same order for hardness .nd
melting resistance.

The control wus the softest as shown clearly by

the two largest needles, while the cream containing gum melted f a ster
than the control

cre~;m.

With 19 per cent cream containing any given filler
the hardness is greater then with either the lower or higher per cents.
The two controls show very near

the same results.

The control cream -£t the end of the first hour
little

change~;

howed

mo st of the melting taking place around the base.

In

two hours and later the surface appeared dry especially on top, 1h.e
melted po rt ion

h~d

B thick whipped 2ppes-rance and broke £,wey sljg h tly

Jfigure 2 shows 19 per cen
hours .

cream after melting for three

This illustrates the siipped appe&rBnoe found in · 11 the control

creams.

Figure No. 2

fuen four ounces of gelatin was added no loss of weight
was notics.ble the first hour.

A slight melting soon too k

pl~

ce £r·ound

the bottom E·nd the to eYtended sl~ghtly beyond the sides which
.
readily sloughed away after ~bout two hours. After three hours cracks
oppeE.red in the top, e.s these inore&sed in number the size of the pieces

thtt broke away increesed,

When cracks tio not occur the pieces break-

ing iway <=1.re sme.11 compared with portions which drop off where er cks

are p:resent.

Figure 3 shows this cree.m after three hours melting
which is chEracteristia for the various per cents containing four

ounces of gelatin·

Figure No • 3.
Cream conteining a lerge per cert of gelatin has a

dull a:p~,ear£,nce when compe..red with sme).ler

mount.

In the brick con-

taining ten ounces of gelatin there wes s. slight drooping of the corners after two hours, the w~ter oozing out elong the sides and
the bottom.

Small holes were noticable efter three hours.

round

r

See Figure 4.
was noticsble after three hours.

Little change ~n the sh~ pe of brick
The weights which were t e.ken each

hour sho\ed little loss.
Figure 4 illustrstes the fonn of ~preading just before
sloughing takes Pace, as referred to before.

igure Mo. 4.

Nineteen per cent cree.m containing four ounces of gum

showed little change of appearance the first hour, however, a. loss of
weight was noticable.

During the second hour the size of the briak de-

cre a sed with noticable sinking of the oorners.

~he melted fluid ap-

peared as though the water had slightly separated from the other Conatituents (as in fresh butter milk) giving the surface a

rat~r

glossy

appearance when closely examined.

From a distance the surf&ce was

very smooth and regular.
b'igure 5 shows 19 per cent cream containing gum after
three hours of melting.
~he

nature of the melting of cream containing . gum

tragacanth shows that this material does not bind at all but on the
contrary increases the softening qualities.

It increase

ity and smoothness of the creem, also imparts to it

E

the viscos-

yellower color.

Figure No . 5 .
The corn starch cresm melted only slightly the first
hour.

The surface became very dry as though the moisture had entered

the inner part of the brick.

The most striking point of melting was

that the melted portion would slip aw~y evenly from top to bottom in

Table No. 3.
I

-S ize

Needle
in M.M.

Filler

7.93
6.35

Con:brol

4 Ounces
Gelatin

Penetration
in

M.M.

63.50
63.5

7.46

76.2
76.2

7.93

19.05
19. 05

6.35

31.75
!31.75

7 .46

44.45
44.45

7.93

12. 7
12.70

6.35

19.05
19.05

7.46

28.575
28.575

7.93

76.2
76.2

Tragacanth6.35

76.2
76.2

7.46

76.2
76.2

7.93

19.05
19.05

10 Ounces
Ge l a.tin

4 Ounces

Gum

4 Ounces
corn
Starch.

6.35

7.46

Weight of ea.oh brick in grams after melting lfir
One Hour

50.80
50.80

- 30~ Cream.

Two Hours

Three Hours

Four

489

368

194

136

488

396

224

127

500

500

344

236

485

484

321

212

500

500

497

237

500

500

496

207

343

169

46

38

345

171

34

25

498

367

224

134

492

344

203

144

•

25.4
25.4
38.10
38.10

.- Entirely through.

ours

layers , showing that corn st~rch does not form a jelly like gelat in
but acts as a

filler only.
In figure 6

right hand brick, the central P rt has

not slip·ed away as is noticable of the corners .

Figure No . 6 .
Thirty Per Cent Cre m.
Table No. 3 shows that the hardness e.nd melting resistance of the different creams sre similar to each other,
differ from the two preceding tables .

The vsrious cre ams

However, they
~re

named

from hard to soft and high to low resistance, 10 ounces gelatin, 4 ounces
gelatin, corn ste.rch, control

t:.. nd

gum tragacanth.

All the cream softened more quickly than in the 19 per
cent fat or 8 per cent fat series.

In the cream containing gum the

largest needle we
T~

~ith

other

through entirely.
control

30 per cent cream

er cents, although it was not

per cent or 19 per cent cream.
trols due to slipping.
tom.

elted

ore slowly than

s hard to the needle a

8

It was much lighter tba.n the otlE r con-

The melting

as slow slorig sides and

round bot-

During the second hour the weight of the brick caused the lower

ortion to spread out.

The cream

~

d a dry appearance resembling whi -

ped cream, air bubbles being noticable.
the holes from the needles.
loose s portion fro

Much melting

W£.s

found around

Vhen the extended portion around base broke

the top was removed at the same time.

From these observations we may s&y that high per cent
fat m kes a light fluffy cree.m v1hich because of the lower he -:- t conductivity of the fat causes it- to melt slower.
The bricks contsining 4 ounces gel~tin were much softer
than in 8 pe

cent and 19 per cent ere ms.

1.el ting took place very

slowly, no change being noticable the f:ir st hour.
hour

&

During the second

slight melting was noticable along b&se of brick.

slight slou hing

W'

noticable the first hour.

incret sed as the time of melting increased .

In one bric

The amount of sloughing

fuere pieces of cream

broke away the surfrce was very glistening.
Note p rticu Erly thct .11 the lots of cream cont ining
30

er cent fat were softer to the needle th6n lower per cents.

melted faster than 19 ~ r cent cream.

They

Oomi:s.red with 8 :rer cent cream

the gel£tin botches of the 30 per cent crerm took longer to melt .
The gum end starch b&tch<., s melted quicker .

The cream containing 10 ounces of gele.tin had a dry
p·,earance in contrast to that contemning only 4 ounces.

During the

first and second hours no loss of weight w~s notic ble. the orsam being
very dry and spongy when touched•

When this cream was pre<"'sed it did

not assrune original she pe due to its elasticity.

11ost of the melting

took place eround bottom. while the loss of weight was mostly due to
one or

t~o

large pieces sloughing away.
Figure 4

gives appearance after three hours melting.

Note that ten ounces gelatin with 30 per cent cream decreases
time taken to melt .

The gum cream was very soft
beginning_

nd melted r pidly from

Whe melting was gven. leaving a var, greasy pppearance,

due to the presence of butter fat'
The cream remaining on the block the fourth hour was
entirely liquid, However, it did not run off due to its viscosity.

Air

bubbles were notiaable in the aream and the melted liquid due to shipping.

Note that the batch was softer than ary previous one and
also melted very much faster.
cial in the lower per cents.

Evidently gum tragaoanth is more benefi-

In the corn starch cream containing 30 J€ r cent fat
little melting was notiaable the first hour.

Slight araoks began form-

ing in the top of the cream, while the corners became much lower.
surface had a dry spongy appearance.

During the remaining time the

The

cracks increased and melting took place by large pieces slipping

away, v-hich extended from top to bottom leaving - slick glossy appeeranoe.

SUMMARY.
:I.

Plain Ice Cream:

In plain ice cream (control) as the per cent of

fat is increc.sed the cream becomes softer.

Butter fe.t, combined V\r.ith

other material than milk solids, changes the crystalization a nd produces
a stiff cream.

When too much fat is present whi ping takes

lace pro-

ducing a cre'"'m th&.t is soft and which melts mare rapidly than when a
medium amount of fat is used'
The decrease in hardness is noticed slightly between 8% and
19% plamn cream.

30% plain cream showed a much softer cream than 8%

or 19% cream.

In plain ice cream .the presence of fat increases the power
to resist melting.

This resistance is wost noticeable between the melt-

ing of the 8% end 19% cream.

30% cream shows the power to resist melt-

ing to a less degree.
2.

Cream containing gelatin:

Gelatin in a large or small quantity pro-

duces similar effects, depending upon the
power to

withst~nd

pl&'E'

cent of cream used.

ressure and the melting resistqnce

The

increases as

the amount of gelatin increases when complred with the control cream
with a

simil~r

f t content.

The hardest and most heat resistant cream is produced wtth
a medium per cent of fat and a large amount of gelatin.

Here too, as in the c-0ntrol cream, fat is essential to produce hardness

and melting resistance until a point is reached where

whipping 4,.ffects the texture.

After whipping begins the incorporated

air reduces the hardness end melting resistance.
.

Four ounces of gelatin

give~

about the same :hardness as

four ounces of corn starch but it is much better, producing a smoother
cream which is more stable under ordinery conditions.
Compared with all other creams used, cream in which gelatin
is used has the greatest ability to withstand heat and is the bardest,
3.

Cream Containing Gum Tregacanth:

Gum tragacanth with a low per cent

of fat produces a. cream that is slightly harder, with slightly more power to resist he-at than plain cream/
As the per cent of fat is increased the power to resist pressure

nd heat decreases falling below plain cream, showing gum traga-

canth acts

~s

The

a filler and not as a binder;
h~rdness

and melting resistance of cream containing gum

tragacanth decreases ·a.s the

p:e~

cent of fat increases.

The reverse is

true with gelatin to a point where whipping is very noticeable.
Cream containing gum tragacanth becomes softer and melts more
rapidly

~s

the per cent of f&t is increased.

Corn starch increases

the l:E. rdness and power to resist heat as the per cent of :fat is incree.sed
until

E~

point is reached where the whipped condition effects the te:xtu:e.
Its m.o st noticeable effect on the texture of ice

cre ~ m,

be-

cause of the n·· ture of the gum, is to impart a smoothness which becomes
slimyness when Jarge quantities are used.

4.

Cream Containing Corn Starch:

when corn starch is used as a filler

slight increase in hardness and melting resistance is noticeable with
19% cream compared with 8%.

Whipping is very noticeable with the 30%

cmeam.
Cream containing corn starch is harder and more resistant to
heat than plain cream of the same per cent fat
Corn starch compares favorably with a simil r amount of gelatin
the starch creem being more grenular then the gelatin cream.
Corn starch produces a coarse granular cream, while gum tragacanth produces a smooth soft cream.
The most noticeable effect of starch is, the cream is very
light due to the whipped condition.
cent of cream.

~his

is noticesble in each per

